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sonic seduction knowledge repository knowledge sharing - important sonic seduction has now been replaced by
shogun method as derek rake s flagship program it s more than an update in many ways it s a complete revamp from top to
bottom and then some if you re thinking of buying sonic seduction buy shogun method instead click here for the official site,
sonic seduction product information derek rake hq - the five levels of sonic seduction but if you are intelligent patient
and astute you will find derek rake s vast body of work to be incredible and indispensable a real tour de force used trusted
by men around the world 12 000 clients and counting it was like i had attraction superpowers it was unreal, derek rake
sonic seduction pdscourses com - derek rake sonic seduction be naturally seductive without sleazy pickup artist tricks
rooted in advanced psychology and mind control strategies sonicseduction works on virtually every female type on the
planet from, derek rake sonic seduction pdf - derek rake perfected the method during the 1990s and then released a
course called sonic seduction in regards to seduction fractionation is a combination of, member home derek rake hq derek
rake hq - sonicseduction is derek rake s flagship natural game course covering the complete attraction process from start till
finish for all skill levels from the absolute beginner to the seasoned casanova, sonic seduction by derek rake seduce at
breakneck speeds - sonic seduction by derek rake seduce at breakneck speeds because you took action immediately you
are now qualified to get this one time deal of a lifetime accelerate your success by adding on the the incredibly powerful
seduction onsteroids power audio series deeply discounted at 37 off the standard retail price, sonic seduction reviews
dating skills review - the product is for men who want to generate attraction instantly and get a woman to be physically and
emotionally addicted to them sonic seduction is a guide set covering 16 modules from building your inner self into
techniques to improve your seduction skills, derek rake shogun method founder mind control expert - derek rake s blog
on shogun method the world s only dating system based on mind control enslavement not seduction, sonic seduction
derek rake google sites - sonic seduction derek rake if you are a client of derek rake and you use sonic seduction to
improve your dating life then you are more than welcome to submit your own case studies to this website, fractionation
seduction technique use at your own risk - derek rake and the fractionation formula fractionation is a killer seduction
technique seduction techniques have evolved and the more popular methods such as the rising sun the october sequence
and the death pattern all have become an inspiration for derek rake to create and develop his own technique called
fractionation formula, derek rake deadly seduction pdf ebook real issuu - deadly seduction stealth openers how to
approach women with these under the radar opener lines and get them attracted to you instantly this report has been
brought to you by derek rake, how to build rapport with a woman using dark rapport - the derek rake insider is a
password protected website filled with the latest mind control seduction techniques as researched and field tested by our
team of elite coaches access to the insider is free for a lifetime to our paid clients to gain access purchase at least one
product through our catalog click here, black rose sequence seduction initiatives baltimore - the black rose sequence is
inside derek rake s shogun method specifically inside the enslavement module the mistake that most guys make is to
completely jump into the black rose sequence and try to use it on women it doesn t work like that trust me the black rose
sequence is inside the enslavement stage which is the final step in seduction
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